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 FobosGas Management Tool

Description of the software

(Version 1.91)

(Version 1.24 of the controller)
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1. Installation program  

1. Delete previous installation

To delete a previous installation, select Start → All Programs → Fobos → FobosGas → Uninstall Fo-
bosGas.

Click Uninstall.

Deleting the installation is complete. You can click Close.

2. Installing latest version

For the most current version of the software, please visit http://www.fobosgas.com.

Start the installation, and then click Install (you can also choose where to install the software via 
Browse).
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After the installation is complete click Close. You can run the software from the Start → All Programs
→ Fobos → FobosGas, or the icon on your desktop area.
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1.3 Starting the program

After starting the program will display the following dialog screen.

FobosGas Management Tool -     Description  

2.1 Connecting the controller

To connect the gas computer, click “Connect”.

If you cannot connect, please check the condition of the communication cable and communication set-
tings (see 2.3.6 ).If you do not know the port the cable is plugged, leave Automatic.
The system has a mode in which allows you to replace the software on the computer before the gas to
make a connection. To enter this mode, press "Connect" and within 2 seconds, turn the key contact
on.
Note: This feature is available on all models gas computers except Fobos4-1x24pin.
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2.2 Concept of 
the graphical 
interface of the
program
In the dialog box, 
the program has 
three distinct func-
tional areas - Fig. 
2.2.1.

Panel  for
controller
status

Working space for 
reading and 
recording of work 
parameters

Status of the 
connection 
with controller

fig. 2.2.1

At the top is "Panel to the status of the controller", indicating the instantaneous values of the pa-
rameters measured by the controller, which are most significant for the behavior of the system of gas.
This panel includes buttons to change the mode and record the current configuration.
Below it is positioned "workspaces read and write operating parameters." This is an area, in which
there are multiple pages, each of which combines a set of parameters depending on their function. At
the bottom of the window is placed tape "Connection status to the controller." The status bar indi-
cates the status of Communication between the program and the gas injection in the form of text mes -
sages in combination with a change in the color of the background of the strip.

2.2.1 Panel to monitor the parameters of the controller

Panel for monitoring parameters of the controller is shown in FIG. 2.2.2 and is available at every stage
of the setup and Configuration of the system. It consists of 8 separate functional areas.

fig. 2.2.2
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Button for switching and indication of the current operating mode of the controller. By "clicking" on 
the button with the mouse switches the operating mode
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of the controller of the "gasoline" to "GAS" and vice versa. The same action is duplicated and the func-
tion key F1. When operating the "gas" button displays the selected active mode - 'normal', 'economi -
cal' or 'turbo'. The choice of mode when running on gas is only possible on the button of the controller
( 2.8.4. Correction Modes).

Button to save the current settings in non-volatile (Permanent) program memory of the con-
troller – through the button programmed current Configuration and settings that become an integral 

part of the program of the controller. The background of this button turns red whenever the current 
configuration in the program and controller differs from that of the initial connection This prompts the 
user that are active current settings after rebooting the controller, the data must be stored in non-
volatile memory!

fig 2.2.1

FIG. 2.2.3 shows a dialog that starts to write to the settings. The "Password Settings" allows the in-
staller to enter a phrase that represents a kind of signature of the data stored in the controller. In each
subsequent connection to the controller program will  require entering the password.  Attention: The
password does not prohibit communication with the controller! It can always be overcome (erased).
The point of using it is to show the installer "signature" setting that was contacted the controller without
his consent.

“Temperature" - indicates the instantaneous value of the temperature of the cooling liquid and the
gas, depending on which sensors are configured in the system. If one of the sensors is not specified,
then its indication will not be displayed. In the indication of temperature sensor below 20°C its back-
ground will turn yellow and at values below 10°C - the background color to red to attract the attention
of the installer. Is analogous behavior indication of the temperature of the gas reducer, If the tempera -
ture of the coolant is equal to or lower than the set emergency passage of gas, the indicator will turn
red. When temperature of the coolant less than 10°C compared to the threshold for switching from the
emergency gas gasoline indicator water temperature will turn yellow.

„RPM“ - in this field are displayed instantaneous engine RPM that the controller measures.

„Pressure“ – in the field indicate pressure readings of the pressure sensors and their resultant val-
ues. Pgas display provides information on the absolute pressure at the inlet of the injector rail. In the
MAP displays negative pressure in the intake manifold,
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and ΔP gives information about the current pressure is applied on both sides of the gas injectors. If the
system is configured with only one pressure sensor, then in panel will be displayed only one of the
three parameters. If two sensors are set, then the panel will show all three parameters, both will repre -
sent direct evidence of the installed sensors and the third is the sum or difference of the readings of
the other two variables. For example, if you install a pressure sensor and manifold Pgas MAP-sensor
(or gas injection is "trained" to accurately measure the negative pressure in the intake manifold of the
MAP sensor on the petrol injection) then information differential pressure will  be obtained as ΔP =
Pgas - MAP. In the event that the system is installed a differential pressure sensor and the MAP-sen-
sor, the gas pressure will be displayed as Pgas = ΔP + MAP.

„Pulses“ - here shows a set of two rows of buttons corresponding to the number of cylinders speci-
fied engine injector during petrol and gas injectors for the selected cylinder and relative timing on se-
lected injectors against their period of injection - that's what is the percentage of time that the injector
delivers fuel compared to the time between two consecutive pulses. Using the buttons in this box you
can choose which of the cylinders to be "informative". In other words, you can specify from which
cylinder to read the information on the injectors and is displayed in the fields of injection timing and rel-
ative opening time during the current period. The top row of buttons reflects the state of the petrol in-
jectors in the following manner:

• yellow - petrol injector corresponding cylinder is authorized;
• gray - petrol injector corresponding cylinder is prohibited;
• red - petrol injector corresponding cylinder is "cut-off".

The second row of buttons presents the state of the gas injectors as follows:
• gray - the gas injector corresponding cylinder is prohibited;
• green - the gas injector corresponding cylinder is resolved.

„Lambda” - this field contains oscilloscope history data for lambda sensors recent 20s. The number of
graphics on it depends on the number of sensors associated lambda. When changing modes from
petrol to gas and vice versa, the current waveform for the lambda sensor is stored and remains sta-
tionary image and a darker color as a benchmark, while new figures start drawing a new waveform.

„Virtual button“ - copy of the behavior of the switch on the controller except change while holding the
button..

„   Indicator lamps  “   - in a row, from left to right indicate the corresponding states:
• 1-ва лампа - additional injection.
• 2-ра лампа - ignoring the additional injection while working on gas.
• 3-та лампа - preserved for future purposes.
• 4-та лампа - partial (yellow) or full (red) gasoline injection.

„  OBD status  “   – represents 1 of 4 conditions:
• gray connector with diagonal strip       - disconnected.
• gray blinking connector                     - connecting.
• green connector                                 - connected.
• green connector with '!' indicator         - connected, but there are errors in the

gas computer.

2.2.2 Information Bar about the status of the communication with
the controller

Diagnostic messages are displayed on the green, yellow or red background.
In test mode, the background turns blue.
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2.3 Start

When you start the program the page shown in Fig. 2.3.1 is displayed.

fig. 2.3.1

2.3.1 System Information and Errors

In memory controller stores the following system information that is read only after connecting the pro-
gram with him.

Serial Number - shows the factory serial number of the controller. The number in this number must
match the number after the point marked on the label of the device that is in connection. For example,
in ECU204204 serial number on the label must be showing information          !

Hardware version - product information and hardware version - must be consistent with the informa-
tion written on the label on the box after the symbols 'HW'!

Software version - version information for the program, which is stored in the controller, with whom
he has established

Installation Date - the date on which the communication is performed for the first time with
the system.

Mileage - odometer reading when the vehicle is performing initial connection. Required to be entered
once by the installer first time you connect.

njection cycles - number of pulses generated by the gas injector of the first cylinder.

Operation of Gas - counting the time that the system is working on gas. In brackets represents the
proportion of the work on gas.
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Running on gasoline - counting the time during which the system worked on gasoline. In brackets
represents the proportion of the work on gasoline. 

Nominal pressure - shows the value of the gas pressure in the gas reducing agent was carried out
setting, when work on gasoline. 

Last adjustment - shows the date on which it was made last system setup and results are stored in
the gas computer.

Next inspection - if set, indicates the time to work on gas after exceeding which button indicator of
the gas injection will be activated to indicate to the client that you need to visit the workshop for in -
spection. 

Change - This button sets the time after that will be activated indicator button. Press it appears the fol-
lowing dialogue:

It then selects the installer is needs the running to be done after the inspection of the list in the drop
down menu “After”. You need to set a guideline for what average speed move this car to determine
after what period of time must be actuated indicator. The outcome of both the choice is displayed in
the dialog. By pressing the OK button the data is stored in non-volatile memory of the controller and
set the time of the next inspection.

In the "Errors" displayed all the problems that the gas injection was recorded during their work. All
events of this nature shall be read in connection with the performance of the controller and displayed
in the list box of possible problems. The first column displays a counter that shows how many times an
event is registered in the process. By clicking "Read" list of errors can be refreshed at any time by the
user. Pressing the "Clear All" - all recorded error codes will be deleted. Deleting errors in the con-
troller is allowed only when the system is running on gasoline. The list of error messages that are visi -
ble on the screen can be printed on a printer using the "Print" button.
 "All possible mistakes" - shows the complete list of error messages that are supported.
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2.3.2 Advanced settings

fig. 2.3.2

In the dialog "Advanced Settings" (Figure 2.3.2) the user can partially modify the behavior of the pro-
gram..

"Language" - choose the language of the interface between the program and the user. 

"Configuration Directory" - set to the folder that contains the file system configurations and settings
for different installations. It is recommended that this folder is located on a hard disk partition other than
the system. 

"Standby" - defines a set of configuration parameters that are available during the system setup. 

➢ - “Standard Mode" - only the most commonly used parameters are available for reading
and modification; 

➢ - “Advanced Mode" - show all accessible system parameters and allows their manipu-
lation by the user.

"Show the Check current Status on Connect “- allows or blocks the" pop-up "window containing in-
formation about the system state in successful connection attempt. 
"Check for updates every time you start" - indicates whether the program automatically check for up-
dates each time you start.

"Software Change Confirmation" - indicates whether the program will automatically offer the most
up-to-date supported firmware version for the currently connected ECU.

"Bootloader connection" - a direct connection to the bootloader. Useful if a normal ECU connection
can not be established.

"Preferred Automatic Setting"  - sets the preferred method for automatic tuning idle and makes it
possible to choose between: 

- “On idle RPM" - the original model in the graph and table form the behavior of the engine of
oil and gas at idle without load;
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−  “On high RPM and idle" - patterns in graph and table form the basis of the performance
of the engine at high speed under load and idle.

2.3.3 Load / Save from / to a file

The "load and save from / to file" button starts a dialogue (Figure 2.3.3), which gives

fig. 2.3.3

the possibility to save the current setting in a file into the configuration or from the folder to read a pre-
viously saved file. 

Upper left portion of the window contains a tree view of the configuration folder. The classification of 
the file either by crawling tree folder or by specifying the characteristics of the car.

"Fuel" - a type of alternative fuel - LPG or CNG 
"Brand" - the name of the vehicle manufacturer; 
"Model" - a model of the car; 
"Engine type" - information on the engine, which is converted to work on gas. 
"Reg Number"- the registration number of the vehicle on which the system is installed. 
"File" - file name for this entry. The default file name that is created is formed by the current date and
time. 
"Notes" - contain any information that the installer wishes to introduce.

2.3.4 Test mode

Test mode is intended to examine the possibilities of the program, provided that it is the connection
with real gas controller. In it the user can choose the virtual controller and consider the behavior of the
installation and configuration of the product.
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2.3.5 Replacement of the gas computer software
The software of the controller can be replaced by pressing the "Replacing Gas Computer Software."
The dialog that appears is shown in FIG. 2.3.4.

• System Configuration 
- Consistent - The development of the gas becomes impulses based on gasoline 
   multiplied by a coefficient. 
- Autonomous - The development of the gas pulse becomes the basis of a table. 

• "Version" - lists all available software versions that are compatible with the current 
hardware version. 

• "Save current configuration" - including this check automatically transfers compatible
values of all parameters in the current version that is to be recorded. 

• "Default configuration" - the inclusion of this box means that the controller will be 
configured with the default settings after replacing its software. 

• "Save" - button to start programming.
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2.3.6 Communication setting
Using the dialog of FIG. 2.3.5 is possible for the user to indicate the connection to the

fig. 2.3.5

gas injection.

"Automatic"  - the program will check all available options by launching a portal, which was  
implemented last link. 

"Manual" - a connection attempt will be made only on the specified port. This will reduce the 
time for the initial connection, because it would eliminate the need for a search of all possible 
options for connection. In this election is needed each time to ensure that the correct port is set. 
Otherwise - can not be contacted!

2.3.7 Initial configuration and automatic tuning

The "Basic Configuration and Automatic Setting" practice provides quick access to the first two se-
quences of actions included in the page  "Setting" by combining them into a single procedure and
configuration settings start them in quick succession. Each of these step procedures described in item
individually and respectively.
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2.3.8 About FobosGas Management Tool
Provides information about the program version and date of its issue.

fig. 2.3.6

"Check for updates" - check for the latest updated version.
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2.4 System setup

2.4.1 Basic configuration

The procedure allows for quick configuration of the system in 8 steps and possible recording parame-
ters in the controller. Steps crossed as follows:

I. Selection of a type of alternative fuel - LPG / CNG

II. Set the configuration of the sensors for pressure and temperature of the 
gas and MAP sensor;

III. Specification of engine parameters - displacement, number of cylinders and
power;
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IV. Set the type of installed injectors and diameter of the nozzles  - recom-
mended diameter nozzles selected injectors is determined based on the specific power per cylinder en-
gine and uses the information from the previous step;

IV. Configure inputs to measure speed - Sets the signal source for speed and
Fractional transmission. It is a factor to be set so that the tachometer in the program to coincide with the
tachometer on the dashboard of the car. If set to "Weak signals", the internal filter speed is off and the
threshold is set for maximum sensitivity. When selecting a signal source "Coil" threshold of sensitivity is
increased and includes a filter for measuring speed.
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VI. Set gas reducer and temperature sensor gas reducer - the choice of gas
reducer is made roughly its purpose is to determine the nominal pressure, thus the system works and
can make recommendations on the procedure for automatic tuning.

V. Configure inputs lambda sensors - information from these sensors is used
to compare the behavior of the system of gas to that of gasoline.
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VIII. Sensor Level - Select the type of sensors installed level.

VI. Others - are assigned some of the other configuration parameters that are not
classified in the previous steps - behavior of programmable output mode, sound and time for the next
inspection.
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After completing the last step of the base configuration program offers selected parameters are stored
in non-volatile memory controller to prevent any loss in communication problems and reboots. auto-
matic setting.

2.4.2  Automatic adjustment

2.4.2.1  Automatic adjustment of idling

The choice of this method depends on the user's preference - method "on idle" (Section 2.3.2) 
Note: For software version of the controller after version 1.0!
FIG. 2.4.1. shows a dialog that starts to perform automatic adjustment of engine idling.
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fig. 2.4.1

To start the setup procedure is necessary to operate the engine idling and the gear temperature ex-
ceed 50ºC!

Click "Start" - start of automatic adjustment on idle. 

Button "Stop" - terminate the procedure for automatic adjustment. 

Check "all injectors simultaneously" indicates that the Switching Engine from petrol to gas 

should be done at once, rather than gradually as in the normal case. 

Upon completion and in accordance with the procedure results show the size of the nozzle 

and built a basic model for working with tables and charts.

2.4.2.2 Automatic adjustment of high RPM and idle
The choice of this method depends on the user's preference - method "at high speed and idle" (Section

2.3.2) 

Automatic tuning of the system is a sequence of several steps by which the model is built from the con-

version function.

I. Type Filling   - to know is the way of fuel injection in each cylinder - simultaneously or 
sequentially.
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II. Initial conditions - check satisfied the conditions for normal engine operation. The
range of observed parameters can be changed by the installer during the inspection!

I. Setting 3000rpm - performed adjustment of the gas system in stationary mode. It is
important in the course of setting the position of the throttle to maintain a constant (the accelerator is
pressed is always the same) whether there is a change in engine speed when the procedure itself! The
absolute value of the error setting can be changed if desired by the installer.
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IV.                         The idling setting   - the procedure is similar to that of the previous step with the differ-
ence that the engine is allowed to idle.

I.                 Evaluation and recommendations   - make analysis of the values obtained from the
previous steps and generate assessment and any recommendations for the size of nozzles and pres-
sure output of the gear;
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VI. Calculation tabulated values   - Construct a table of conversion factors;

II. Records in the controller   - allows, if desired by the installer outcome of the proce-
dure can be saved in non- volatile memory of the gas injection - see Section 2.2.1 (a button to record
the current settings)
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2.4.3 Setting by Graph
For setting the gas injection for mass injection to a specific installation by using one-dimensional 
model (graph) using the following relationship:

T 
gas 

=Mult (T 
pet 

)∗T 
pet

∗ F 
corr 

( RPM , ΔP , θ
gas 

, θ 
reducer 

, V 
batt 

, dMAP / dt )+ T 
gas0 

,

where:

- T 
pet   Is the injection time of the petrol injectors;

- F
corr  - Relative weighting that is assigned dynamically depending on the configuration and

the operating conditions and depending on engine speed 

- RPM , pressure on gas injectors ΔP  ,  gas temperature  θ 
gas  , temperature of gas reducer

θ
reducer , supply voltage of the gas injectors  Vbatt  and the rate of change of the operating pressure in the

intake manifold  dMAP / dt ;

- Mult (T 
pet 

) -  Coefficient of performance depending on the duration of injection gasoline in-

jector;

- T 
gas0  - Minimum time to open the injectors.

The purpose of the setup procedure of the system is to synthesize the function.

Mult (T 
pet 

) . This is accomplished by the method of successive approximation by using a sequence

of four major steps.

Caution: To be done in any step of the procedure was required temperature of the gaseous
reducing agent can exceed 50ºC .

The controller always register and remember information about the behavior of the system in
non-volatile memory.

Step 1. Base Graph 

This step is performed by an automatic procedure for setting idle. After the procedure is synthesized ini-
tial basic model, which depends on the behavior of the engine at idle with no load. The type of the func-
tion appears in approximately the manner shown in FIG. 2.4.2.

fig. 2.4.2

Note: It is possible for the original model to be set manually by the installer, subject to the requirement
that the engine be idle and provide a relatively smooth acceleration of the speed when the vehicle is
not in motion

Step 2. Reference Graph
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On this step, the goal should be achieved. When it is done monitoring and recording the behavior of
gasoline controller at different engine loads. To accomplish this, it is necessary to drive the vehicle in
various modes. In general, driving in urban enough. It is recommended that makes it no hard pressing
the accelerator pedal. Registering reference for running on gasoline is marked by a  red dot on the
graph as shown in Fig. 2.4.2. After determining the behavior of gasoline controller in at least four areas
of the load, and in a range of MAP greater than 500mbar (50kPa) program approximating curve plot -
ted between the points, colored in red (Figure 2.4.3). It is important to register the information in the

whole range of the negative pressure in the intake manifold (MAP). This can be judged by the even
distribution of red dots in the vertical direction. Another condition to be monitored no great deviation
of the points from the curve drawn between them. An exemplary view of this is shown in FIG. 2.4.3.

fig. 2.4.3

The "Delete Map Gasoline" button gives the installer the opportunity at any time to reset the controller
registered by the behavior of gasoline.

Step 3. WorkGraph

fig. 2.4.4
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It is important that the conditions in the course of the two steps could be as close as possible (the
route and manner of driving in test driving are approximately equal). As a result, program builds a map
of the points and approximating the curve in the operating mode of the gas, colored in  green,  as
shown in FIG. 2.4.4. 

The "Delete Map Gas" makes it possible to delete recorded by the controller the behavior of the en-
gine at gas. 

Step 4. Checking and correction 

Once the information about the behavior of the engine of gasoline and gas is collected from the con-
troller and proxies by the program it is possible to proceed with the revision of the model, so that the
behavior of gas to coincide with that of gasoline. This is done by pressing the "Model Autocorrec-
tion", which became active after having collected enough data to construct the red and green curves,
or manually if the installer feels confident enough about it. Recommended correction model can be

carried out while the engine running on gasoline. After pressing the "Model Autocorrection" program
automatically performs the adjustment of the model, depending on the data collected and delete card
running out of gas, because it was not updated for newly built model. For the data of FIG. 2.4.4 was
prepared result describe in FIG. 2.4.5

fig. 2.4.5

фиг. 2.4.4 се получава резултат, изобразен на фиг. 2.4.5.
Manual adjustment of the model is possible using the mouse and / or keyboard.

„Ctrl +  ←   " , “Ctrl +  →   ”  - selecting next / previous dot of the model;
„Ins”, “Del”   - adding/removing a dot;

← , → , ↑, ↓ – move the selected dot;
„Shift + Arrows“ - moving with ten more steps.

If not selected a specific point on the model (click on the graph, not the orange dot), with the arrows ↑and  ↓ moved around the complete model - "sliding" up / down.

After applying the corrections is done again from step 3 and analyze the difference between the newly
„green“ curve and red curve. If both overlap sufficiently, as shown in FIG. 2.4.6. it can be assumed that
the construction of the graph (orange broken line) is complete.
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fig. 2.4.6

If overlap is not satisfactory, then again an adjustment model (automatic or manual) and proceed to
step 3. 

Build the chart does not reflect the impact of the revolutions. To fine-tune the setting needs to take into

account the difference in engine performance at different speeds. This can be done in two ways. The
first is the introduction of a correction in speed. This is done by pressing the radio button "Correction
RPM" and set the percentage adjustment in the table, depending on the speed and gasoline injection
timing - Fig. 2.4.7.

fig. 2.4.7

The second way is by changing the pattern of use of graphics setup table and Graph information is
transferred to the table by pressing the "Graph" (Figure 2.4.10). Then the data in the table can be di-
rectly manipulated, see section 2.4.4 .

„OBD“ - Using the table shown on fig. 2.4.8 sets what gasoline trim to be maintained under a certain
operation mode. се задава какъв бензинов трим да бъде поддържан при определен режим на
работа на двигателя. The mode is determined by the petrol injection times at different RPM. In the
cells in the table the desired gasoline trim is set in %.
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fig. 2.4.8

2.4.4 Setting a table

Adaptation of the gas injection for mass injection to a specific installation using the following relation-
ship:

T 
gas 

=Mult (T 
pet 

, RPM )∗T 
pet

∗ F 
corr 

( ΔP , θ
gas 

, θ 
reducer 

, V 
batt 

, dMAP / dt )+ T 
gas0 

,
where:

- T 
pet   is the injection time of the petrol injectors;

- RPM   - engine speed;

- F
corr - relative weighting that is assigned dynamically depending on the configuration and the

operating conditions and which depends on the pressure on the gas injectors  ΔP  , gas temperature
θ

gas , temperature of the gaseous reducing agent  θreducer , supply voltage to the gas injectors Vbatt and

rate of change of the negative pressure in the intake manifold dMAP / dt ;

- Mult (T 
pet 

, RPM ) - transform coefficient dependent on the duration of the injection of the 

petrol injector and the engine speed;

- T 
gas0  - minimum opening time of the injectors.

fig. 2.4.10

The purpose of the procedure for setting up the system is to synthesize the function.

Mult (T 
pet 

, RPM ) . This is done by using the table shown in fig. 2.4.10. This
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table is assigned a set of 144 (12x12) values for the coefficient of performance. Fuel injection timing
recorded in the first column of the table reflects engine load. Each of the next column contains infor-

mation on how to change the coefficient of variation of the
load  (gasoline  injection  time)  at  certain  engine  speeds.

" Cancel"  -  restores information in  the  table  in  the previous
step - any changes in the table after the connection to the
controller may be rejected.

„3D View“  -  shows the  three-dimensional  view (fig.
2.4.11) function with the coefficients of transformation.
"3D View"  -  shows the  three-dimensional  view (Fig.
2.4.11) function with the coefficients of transformation.
Caution:  It  is  important  not  observed  pronounced
"peaks" and "valleys". The latter would lead to hopping
gas injection timing by a smooth change of petrol ones
and possibly precarious work petrol injection and un-
stable behavior of the engine!!

fig. 2.4.11

„ Baseline“  is used to set the values in the first column
of the table

(base petrol injection timing and the first row of the ta-
ble (base rpm) - Fig. 2.4.12.
Changing the contents of the cells in the table is done
by direct introduction of the desired value. Possibly cor-
rected blocking the contents of the cells. To do this you
first  need  to  select  certain  cells  ("Ctrl  +
left_buton_of_mouse”)  or  the  desired  range  of  cells
("drag" the mouse with the left button pressed). Then
right-click starts the dialogue shown in Fig. 2.4.13. Op-

portunities that are provided are:
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fig. 2.4.12

● „Percentage“ - selected cells is altered rela-
tive to the set value (a percentage of the contents of 
the cell);

● „Linear/Add“ - to the selected cells add desired 
value;

● „Absolute/Replace“ - chosen coefficients in 
these cells are replaced by the entered number.

fig. 2.4.13
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● External code reader "OBD-II Scantool" - when connecting the ScanTool OBD-II diagnostic
adapter to any USB port on your computer will automatically recognize it and settings dialog will be dis-
played diagnostic information from the petrol controller. Exemplary content is shown in FIG. 2.4.14. By
checkbox in the first column monitoring of each of the parameters can be switched on or off. 

The second column lists the parameters whose value is indicative of engine operation and the
quality of the conversion of gas. Quantities, which refer to a bank, are part of the list. The list is
displayed by "click" with the left mouse button on the name - the parameter is the same bank is
different (if it exists). 

The main parameter that is recommended to monitor and analyze a long-term adjustment to the

petrol controller performed to compensate for tolerances in the fuel mixture - "Continue. Correc-
tion "! The value of this adjustment must be within ± 10%!

fig. 2.4.14

● Set with built-in OBD-II hardware- inclusion 
of this feature allows the controller to adjust the fuel
injection according to the information obtained from 
continuous OBD-II parameters.

This feature is available in version higher
than 1.10 of the software security of the
controller. For proper operation it is nec-
essary  to  enabled  the  option  "Allow
OBD-II diagnostics of the controller" in
the system configuration page (t.2.7.1) be
correctly  specified  the  information  be-
longing  to  a  cylinder  fuel  bank  -
(vzh.t.2.7.4) and cables diagnostics of the
controller  are  properly  connected to the
diagnostic  connector  of  the  car.  The
graphical  representation  of  the  data  of
the function shown in FIG. 2.4.15.

fig. 2.4.15

In the right panel displayed observed OBD-II parameters for the bank 1 - "Short trim", "Long
Trim, "lambda (O2 Sensor)", "Status" (feedback) made from the gas system . In the 
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"Trim Bias" value is assigned to which gas meters seeks to "Gas Trim " the continuous adjust-
ment of gasoline.

"DTC Reset. "- This option instructs the controller to attempt to delete each error occurred during the
operation of the engine, regardless of its nature. 
In this case, the controller is not interested in the number of recorded errors and whenever diagnostics
detect a fault takes place request its deletion! 
"Mix DTC Reset. "- delete errors recorded due to improper Mixture formation. In this case, the con-
troller analyzes the list of errors recorded by petrol unit and if this list consists only of error codes asso-
ciated with improper fuel mixture, then the request is made to clear the memory. 
"On Running" - With the engine under the set speed is not refreshed gas three. 
"Reset. meters below "- With the engine RPM are below those value of gas three meters 
"Reset. On start "- resets the gas three meters each time you start the engine. 
"Inv. Petrol Trims "- through the inclusion of this parameter is inverted logic operation function – i.e.
function produces a correction in the opposite direction of the results of OBD-II diagnostics. This func-
tion does not simply lack of need for system setup! Before it, to make sure you have correctly config -
ured the table or chart when working on gas for all work areas! 
Reset error in petrol control unit should be activated only on condition that it allows with the
engine running! 
Function should not be used to "solve" problems related to improper installation or incorrect table /
graph! The inclusion of an option to delete the error should be done only if you are confident in what
you do. Deletion errors can "mask" a particular problem, because it allows the immediate diagnosis
and this may cause bigger problems in the future!!!

2.5.5 Correction Cylinders

FIG. 2.4.16. shows the form for carrying out the individual adjustment of each of the gas injectors.

fig. 2.4.16

➢ "Petrol only" - check that indicates a cylinder always runs on gasoline, thereby pro-
hibiting the operation of the gas injector. This information is saved in the configuration of the controller
and allows the exclusion of certain (i) gas (s) injector (s) until the controller runs on gas.
➢ "Petrol / Gas" - buttons which deliver temporary replacement fuel in a cylinder.
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➢ "Correction" - Sets the relative change (-25% ÷ +25%) of the amount of fuel injected
from each of the gas injectors. Numbers reported as adjustments are recorded in the configuration of
the gas injection. It is recommended that individual cylinder correction is always 0% and used only as a
last resort!
➢ Buttons "Gas" - authorize or prohibit the operation of each gas injector. This is only a
temporary function test and has character. 
The last line of injection timing shows instantaneous and mean values for all cylinders.

➢ „Calculate Correction" - starts staged procedure to help automatically determining in-
dividual adjustment of each gas injector, so as to equalize participation in the power of the
engine alternative fuel. Zabel. This feature is still being worked up!

2.4.6 Advanced Settings

From here, collecting petrol and gas maps by setting through table
fig. 2.4.17

Button „Petrol Map“, „Gas Map“, „Delete Petrol Map“, „Delete Gas Map“ have the same meaning as
in the schedule setting, except that they manipulate table-only data. The petrol and gas cards on the
chart are separate from the petrol and gas cards on a spreadsheet and the permission to collect or
delete one does not lead to the same actions in others.
The cards of Fig. 4. aim to collect as much as possible what gasoline injection times emanate petrol
injection into different engine operating areas when running on gasoline and when running on gas.
„Data Type“ -  shows what the white boxes in the table mean:

• „Nothing - highlights where points are collected in the gas map.
• "Counters [petrol]" - number of points collected for the respective area in petrol map.
• "Counters [gas]" - the number of points collected for the relevant area in the gas map.
• "Ton [petrol]" - average petrol time [ms] for the respective area in petrol map
• "Ton [gas]" - average petrol time [ms] for the respective area in the gas map.
• "Deviation" - relative deviation [%] of petrol time on gas vs.petrol time for gasoline for 

the respective area of the two maps.
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fig. 2.4.18

fig. 2.4.19

The boxes in the table are colored yellow or green depending on the number of points collected in the
respective area. At more than 128 points, the box gets yellow and over 255 green. Coloring serves as
a reference if the collected statistical information (average gasoline time in an area) is sufficient and
can be considered reliable. Yellow rather means approximate gasoline time for the area, and green
- gasoline time is credible.
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фиг. 2.4.20

fig. 2.4.21

The deviation is calculated only for those areas for which both maps have a green color. Arrows sur-
round regions of zones involved in the setup algorithm which is in a synthesis process and is subject
to future application development..
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fig. 2.4.22
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2.5 Diagnosis

2.5.1 Oscilloscopes
FIG. 2.5.1 shows a page with individual oscilloscopes, which contain the behavior of the observed pa-
rameters (temperature, pressure and supply voltage) in last 30s. If necessary, each of the waveforms
can be hidden using the check boxes located under each oscilloscopes. Additionally

fig. 2.5.1

running the instantaneous injection timing for each cylinder and the instantaneous and mean values,
as well as certain system parameters such as temperature in the case of gas injection and supply of
the gas sensors and switch. This form is intended to monitor the behavior of the system

2.5.2 Test
Testing of the peripherals of the system is used to verify the correct functionality and condition of the
individual components of the gas system. Dialogue form of this is shown in FIG. 2.5.2.
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fig. 2.5.2

Activating test mode is only possible if the gas injection is in "gasoline" (mode indicator switch is red)
and the engine is identified as stationary, i.e. the measured speeds are 0 and all injectors are cut-off
Ton [gasoline] = 0.00ms)!

Tests that can be activated are:

➢ Test programmable output;
➢ Test injectors; 
➢ Test gas valve(s);
➢ Test LEDs;
➢ Test audible indication;

2.5.2.1  Test Programmable Output

In this test the programmable output to be sent ten (10) pulses with a duration of 0.1s each interval of 
1.0s.

2.5.2.2 Test gas injector

Note: This includes the external relay (if configured)!

When this test is first activated external relay and then to the selected gas injector sent ten (10) pulses
with a duration of 0.1s each interval of 1.0s. 

After the test, the external switch is turned off.
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2.5.2.3 Test gas valve(s)

Note: This includes the external relay (if configured)! 

When this test is first activated external relay and then to the gas / gas valve / valves shall be sent ten
(10) pulses with a duration of 0.1s each interval of 1.0s. 

After the test, the external switch is turned off.

2.5.2.4 Test LEDs

This test is designed to check all LED indicators on the gas key. It is activated when "click" with the left
mouse button on any of the LED "Test Panel button." 

The test consists of 14 consecutive steps with an interval of 1.0s in the following sequence: 

➢ 1. Extinguish all LEDs; 
➢ 2. Activated LED is only 20%; 
➢ 3. LEDs are activated, 20% and 40%; 
➢ 4. LEDs are activated, 20%, 40% and 60%; 
➢ 5. LEDs are activated, 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%;
➢ 6. Activated all LED level indicator + red LED
➢ 7. Activated all LED level indicator + green LED
➢ 8. Activated all LED level indicator + red and green (yellow) LED;
➢ 9. Activated all LED level indicator + red and green (yellow) LED mode indicator and di-
agnostics;
➢ 10. LEDs are activated in 40%, 60% and 80% + red and green (yellow) LED mode indi-
cator and diagnostics; 
➢ 11. LEDs are activated for 60% and 80% + red and green (yellow) LED indicator and di-
agnostics; 
➢ 12. Activated LED is 80% + red and green (yellow) LED indicator and diagnostics; 
➢ 13. Activated red and green (yellow) LED indicator and diagnostics;
➢ 14. Activated green LED indicator and diagnostics;
➢ 15. Indicator is activated for diagnosis; 

➢ 16. Extinguish all LEDs;

2.5.2.5 Test audible indication

In this test shall be issued to the sound indicator of the gas key is issued 10 signal lasts 0.225s interval
of 1.0s. The frequency of the generated tone is 4500Hz.

2.5.3 Status check
When calling this function is shown in the window depicted in Fig. 2.5.3.
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fig. 2.5.3

It contains the following information in tabular form: 

"Diagnostic value" - the name of the parameter whose state is observed 

"Number of errors" - the amount of errors that occur for the observed magnitude in the course of oper-
ation of the system; 

"Current value" - the current reading 

"Status" - an assessment of the condition that can be 

• "the norm" - if not registered deviations and errors; 

• "Check" - at the time of check everything is ok, but there are abnormal. 

• "problem" - the procedure for diagnosing problems found during the inspection itself. 

"Show this dialog at each connection" - include or exclude health check at the beginning of each
communication session..

2.5.4 General Oscilloscope

FIG. 2.5.4 shows the oscilloscope, which presents graphically the behavior of all operating parameters
of the gas system. Unlike individual oscilloscopes herein use one common time scale, which makes it
possible to analyze the behavior of all the values in a given time or time interval and to track any rela -
tionship.
Each parameter can be turned on or off by using the check boxes on the right side of the dialog.
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fig. 2.5.4

„<-  ->“ - moves to next or previous marker.
„Delete“ - delete markers. The last ones are inserted with the left button of mouse.
„Legend“ - hides/shows the meaning of the oscillograms observed.
„Min Max“ - Performs an increase in oscillograms vertically for detailed observation of small changes 
in the signal amplitude.
„Resolution“ - Performs an increase in oscillograms horizontally for detailed rapid change monitoring.
„Increase Decrease“ - Performs an increase or decrease in oscillograms vertically and horizontally.
„Auto-scale“ - Makes optimal increase or decrease in oscilloscopes horizontally and verti-
cally so that they can be seen as well as possible.
"Stop" / "Continue" - stops / restores display of waveforms on the oscilloscope 
"Save" - Saves the current image of the oscilloscope to a file. 
"Load" - loaded on the oscilloscope image, which has previously been stored in a file 
"Print" - sends the current image of the oscilloscope to the printer.
„Export“ - saves oscillogram in a picture format (png, gif, jpeg, bmp).

2.6 Installation scheme
The "Scheme" contains wiring diagrams for a set of products that are supported by the program. Infor-
mation by default it depends on the active product, ie of the product with which communication is per -
formed now. "Click" with the right mouse button somewhere on the right of the scheme makes it possi -
ble to load an image of a choice. 

This page is also the location of the signals on the pins of the connectors on the various products and
a table with the recommended sizes of the nozzles.

2.7 Configuration
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2.7.1 System configuration
Page contains system configuration information for the peripheral devices that are connected to the
controller. The view is shown in FIG. 2.7.1.

fig. 2.7.1.

"Gas Type" - select a type of alternative fuel propane-butane (LPG) or CNG (CNG); 
"Gas Injectors and Nozzles" - Sets the type of injectors that are installed in the gas system and the di-
ameter of the nozzle. Each type of gas injector set set of parameters in the gas injection, which allows
parameterized desired shape of the current through the injector, namely: 
➢ ID 
➢ time to peak current value; 
➢ interval to increase the rate of reduction of the peak current in order to rapidly achieve the main-
tenance of electricity; 
➢ frequency of PWM pulses for providing a current retention; 
➢ duty cycle of PWM pulses for providing a current retention; 
➢ minimum opening time required for stable operation of the injector;

"Calculate the minimum injection timing" - wizard starts to help determine the minimum time of in-
stalled injectors. This feature is in experimental stage and some installations may not be available!

"Programmable Output" - determines the behavior of the programmable output. The choices are:
➢ Disable- output is not controlled by the system;
➢ Fuel pump - controlled relay, normally closed contact which switches power to the fuel pump;

"Pressure and Temperature Sensor" - specifies the type of the installed sensor. 
➢ "Combined" - specifies the type of the installed combined sensor. The choice of such a sen-
sor and automatically configures the type of individual sensors included therein. 
➢ "Individual sensors" - independently are selected sensors for pressure and temperature of 
the gas. 

"Reducer" - Sets the type of installed gas reducer.
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➢ "range Pmin - Pmax mbar" - the extent to which must be located nominal differential 
pressure recommended by the manufacturer. 

➢ "Pressure rating" - the differential pressure in the output of the reducer. This value is 
used in the calculation of the dynamic adjustment under gas pressure. 

➢ "Calculate" - automatically determines the nominal value of the differential pressure at 
the time. 

➢ "Tcool Sensor" - indicates the type of sensor used to measure the temperature of the 
Reducer. 

"Lambda Sensor" - shows the ranges of variation of voltage inputs of the controller. When this check 
"OBD-II" oscilloscope information is taken from the adapter connected to the diagnostic connector petrol 
control unit. 

"Buzzer Mode" - sets the behavior of the audible alarm buzzer installed in the key of gas injection. The 
options are: 

➢ Full   – In this option, all audio signals will be played on the buzzer of the gas key; 
➢ Only emergency   - in this case, the audio signals at the usual events such automatic 

conversion from petrol to gas or put gasoline in the user's request after pressing will be 
played on the buzzer. Only extraordinary events such as emergency switching petrol 
because a problem will cause a beep. 

➢ Off   - generating all audio signals will be banned.

"Start On Gas" - This option inverts the normal behavior of the system at startup. Normally, starting
the engine is gasoline and upon reaching certain conditions automatically switches to gas. When you
start with the button pressed the system goes directly to gas and practically implement the "burning of
gas." If the check box is enabled, then the system always starts directly on gas. When you start to
press and hold the button and check included - will be burning gasoline. 

"Enable Internal OBD-II Scaner” - This option is available only if the version of the controller hard-
ware is able to perform OBD-II diagnostics. Its activation allows the controller to access diagnostic pa-
rameters of the petrol injection and adjust their behavior according to the information read. From the
drop down menu choose the type of the OBD-II protocol. If selected the controller automatically de -
tects the type of OBD-II protocol.

2.7.2 Terms of switching from PETROL to GAS

Switching from PETROL to GAS is performed at the request of the user, and after reaching certain
conditions. Gas computer indicates that it is in standby switch with green light indicator mode. The
switch consists of five phases: 

1) the expected conditions for passage; 

2) The preparatory phase; 

3) Pre-injection; 

4) Fill the system with gas; 

5) Synchronized transfer cylinder by cylinder. 

The shape configuration is shown in FIG. 2.7.2.
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„Cold engine” fig. 2.7.2

➢ „Tcool >“ - reducer temperature above which authorizes operation of the gas. Under normal
circumstances  below this  engine  will  always  be  running  on  gasoline.  Reached or  exceeded this
threshold starts performing of the delays;
➢ „Delay“ - an interval of time which is counted after reaching the minimum temperature of the
reducer for "cold start" before starting the actual passage of gas;
➢ „RPM >“ - minimum RPM that must be reached in order to start passing gas at the "cold start".

„Warm engine”
➢ „Tcool >“ - reducer temperature above which it is assumed that the engine is "warmed up" pro-
cedure and waiting for conditions to pass parameters using "delay" and "RPM>" set to "hot Engine";

➢ „Delay“ - an interval of time which is counted after reaching the set temperature of the gear for
"hot Engine" before starting the actual passage of gas;

➢ „RPM >“ - RPM that must be met to begin deploying in "hot Engine”.

„Injector Stir“ - this is the phase that practically overlaps in time with the expectation of the conditions
for switching to gasoline. When it synchronously with the first gasoline injector in a sequence diagram
and a single open and a closed gas injectors (i) gas (s) valve (s). The purpose of this phase is to "out"
the cold air or gas between the gear system and injectors. 
➢ "Pulse (TonGas)" - sets the duration of the gas pulse generated during the preparatory phase;
➢ "Minimum Duration" - sets the minimum duration of this function in order to provide a real
"pumping" of the cold gas or air (in case there is a gas leak between reducer and the injectors).

If any of these parameters is zero, then the preparatory phase is ignored!
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"Pre-injection" - this is a feature that is designed to move gas injectors if they are "stuck" due to
freezing of condensed water in them at low temperatures. This function is active when the selected
fuel methane (CNG). Her gas injectors open for some time with petrol, if the petrol pulse exceeds pre-
set threshold value. 

➢ "Tgas <" - gas temperature below which the function is activated; 

➢ "Pulse (TonGas)" - duration of the generated gas pulses in the "preliminary" injection; “

➢ Duration (injector cycles)" - number of injection cycles which function is active; 

➢ "Maximum waiting impulse" - the maximum time to wait for the petrol pulse exceeding the
specified threshold; 

➢ "Ton(pet) ≥" - petrol pulse duration over which open and gas injectors. 

This function is inactive if at least one of the parameters "Pulse (TonGas)" or "Duration (injec-
tion cycles) 'reset!

"Delayed filling of the system" - an interval of time that includes the gas valve, immediately before
the replacement of the fuel in the cylinder. 
The replacement of the fuel becomes a cylinder and a cylinder can be accomplished in two alternative
ways - with cycles of co-injection or a delay interval. 

"Joint Squirt" - shifting is smooth just before switching to gas for each cylinder is carried out a num-
ber of cycles of simultaneous injection of oil and gas. 
➢ "Pulse (TonGas)" - duration of the generated gas pulses in the "joint" injection; 
➢ "Duration (injector cycles)" - number of injection cycles per cylinder that is injected petrol and
gas;

If any of these parameters is zero, then the joint injection is inactive for passage using the parameter
"Interval Conversion. cylinder! " 

" Cylinders changeover intervals “ - delay when switching between cylinders.

“ System Fill Delay (after Gas Valve On)” – delay of injection of gas, after Ga valve On.
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"Maximum Waiting Time" - interval, after which the system is forced to attempt to pass a gas, irre-
spective of whether the specified conditions are met.

“Starting on gas when warm engine" - If this function is switched on, the engine starts automatically
on gas if the "Hot Engine" conditions are met and the controller has been extinguished on gas. If these
conditions are not met, the system switches to gas under cold or warm engine conditions. If the gas
controller is extinguished on gasoline then it starts and works on gasoline, regardless of the condi-
tions.

"Maximum number of emergency starts" - after exceeding the number set, the gas controller re-
fuses to start on gas emergency. To resume the startup, the counter must be reset using the button.

2.7.3 Terms of switching from GAS to PETROL

The conditions under which the system will switch from gasoline to gas are shown in FIG. 2.7.3. Each
of the causes can be enabled or disabled by the installer using the buttons located near the descrip-
tion or the configuration parameters of the function. Nearby there are also indicators that indicate
which of the reasons caused the recent passage of emergency gasoline.

fig. 2.7.3

„Reducer temperature“
➢ „Тcool <“ - threshold temperature of the gas reducer under which the system 
switches to gasoline

„Gas temperature“
➢ „Тgas <“ - threshold temperature of the gas under which the system switches to 
gasoline

„Gas pressure“
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➢ "Switch on" - indicates whether the switch to become the absolute pressure of the
gas output of reducer or differential pressure on the gas injectors. The choice is only possible if installed
in two separate sensor! 

➢ "Pressure <"  -  pressure value (absolute or differential - it  depends on the choice
made) under which the procedure in emergency passage of gasoline; 

➢ "Duration" -  a  continuous interval  of  time for  which pressure  must  be under  the
threshold; 

➢ "Try after" - an interval of time after which the system automatically tries to switch to
gas. If enabled, the first collapse pressure below the threshold for the specified time interval will cause a
"hidden" switch gasoline. 

➢ "Next occurrence Within" - time interval of the automatic return of the gas, that if a
new condition for emergency passage of  gasoline,  the system will  go "obviously" gasoline with the
sound and light indication.

„Lack of impulse“

➢ „Duration“ - Additional delay to start the Start / Stop mode. Normally, it operates 5
sec after a loss of revolutions and high MAP (> 600 mbar). With an active checkmark, it will work for 5
sec. + "Duration" after loss of RPM and high MAP. 

„Others”

➢ "peripheral voltage drop" - enables / disables the emergency switch to gasoline at a
supply voltage of the power peripherals (injectors and valve/s) under 8.0V; 

➢ "Gas injectors Cut"  - enables / disables the emergency switch to gasoline when dis-
connect / coil injectors; 

➢ "Gas injector Short/Overheat" - enables / disables the emergency switch to gasoline
when a short circuit or overheating of the gas injector; 

➢ "Gas Valve Trouble"  - enables / disables the emergency switch to gasoline when a
problem with the driver of the gas / gas valve / valves.

➢ “Separate output for second valve "- switches on / off the diagnosis of the second
valve (bottle). If only 1 output is used, uncheck the controller so that the controller does not
treat the load attached to the 2nd output as a valve. The maximum consumption of this ter-
minal is 2.5 / 4.5 A respectively when the checkmark is on / off.

2.7.4 Engine features

„Volume of engine“ - sets the volume of all cylinders in the engine;
„Number of cylinders“ - number of cylinders in the engine;
„Injection type“ - indicates how is injected the fuel into the cylinders;
„Engine type“ - indicates if the engine has a turbine installed;
„OBD-II“ - sets a shift of 0 for the short and long trim, only shown in SW: 1.17

„MAF sensor“ - sets the type of MAF sensor, shown only in computers supporting MAF

• Linear (Volt)“ - interprets the read mV-ове 1:1 т.е 1 [ m g / s ] = 1 [ m V ]
• Linear“ - The transmit function of the sensor is expressed by a first degree polyno-
mial, ie it follows the dependence  M A F [ m g / s ] = K x  + B,where x [m V ]
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• „<Sensor name>“ - the transmit function is non-linear (built-in) strictly determined for 
the specific sensor.

„Filling type“ - a dialogue is launched, which defines the specificities and the way of injection of the 
gas injectors. For details - p.2.8.3

fig. 2.7.4

"Mazda TM leaning" - some engines under certain operating conditions the petrol controller begins to
injection fuel twice as often in the same load. This can be seen as was observed in the set point ad-
justment table. At some point in the same load gasoline injection timing incrementally decreased by
approximately 50%. At this point the work is very likely to occur "pull" of the car. This is due to a too
rich mixture that was obtained under these conditions. For To avoid this problem you need to use the
function "Mazda TM leaning." Value recorded as a relative value in% for this parameter is applied as
poverty whenever the controller know such a change in the behavior of the petrol injection. The recom-
mended value at which to start the setting of this parameter is -18%.

"Ratio Cylinder / Bank" - enter information about who cylinder fuel bank to which it belongs. This in-
formation is relevant to the functions for automatic alignment of the gas injectors and gas production of
three meters on the information from the OBD-II Dannie. not ticked and are not configured cylinders,
the controller produces a respective correction and apply it to all cylinders.

„Valvetronic“ - cars with such a function lose their RPM signal during cut off. Normally, the gas injec-
tion passes to gasoline in the lack of revolutions. When the checkmark is turned on, this problem is
solved and the car stays on gas.

„Start/Stop“  - cars with such a function extinguish and ignite automatically when the shutdown is
shorter than a certain time. The inclusion of the checkbox allows the gas controller to remain on gas
even when the engine is off, so if ignition occurs within 5 minutes, it will be done with gas.

When activating Valvetronic or Start / Stop, make sure that the ACC signal is not lost when the
engine is extinguished, ie connect it to the fuel pump or the contact key !!!
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2.7.5 RPM and level sensor
fig. 2.7.5

„RPM“

➢ "1st injector" - information on engine speed to "read" the first petrol injector. This op-
tion is not recommended because in. stop the supply of fuel with the engine inertia ("cut-
off") gas injection "lose track" of the actual engine speed. Thus the first working impulses in
the recovery of the fuel supply will not be adequate to the task in the table setting. Another
disadvantage is the need for emergency switch timeout petrol at a loss of speed can be
very large, which somewhat defeats the idea of the function.
➢ „RPM pin“ - measured period of the signal entering a dedicated input

• Signal weak - forming circuit is tuned for maximum sensitivity (2,5 V).
• „Coil“ - forming circuit is tuned for average sensitivity (7,5 V).
• „Selectable Threshold“ - The forming chain threshold is set by the user (1 - 13,5 V).

➢ „Pulses Ratio“ - allows the introduction of Fractional fission, by which to get the right bal-
ance between the frequency of incoming pulses and the actual engine speed

„Gas level sensor“
The type of sensors installed level of gas can be selected from a list of predefined sensors or parame-
ters can be set "manually" by the installer as follows:

➢ „Direction“
• „Left“ - conditional indication of cases where a lower value of the measured value

corresponds to a higher level of fuel in the tank (bottle);
• „Right“ - conditional indication of cases where a lower value of the measure and

meet lower fuel level in the tank (bottle);
➢ „Type“
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• "Resistive" - a measure of the resistance of the installed sensor. The range of mea-
sured value in this case is (0 ÷ 200) Ω! 

• "Voltage" - measure the voltage at the output of the installed sensor. The range of
the measured voltage (0 ÷ +5.0) V! 

➢ "Level 20%"  -  threshold measured value above (below) which sound holy lowest
placements of LED scale level of the gas key; 

➢ "Level 40%" - threshold measured value above (below) which steadily lit two lowest
placed LEDs on the scale level of the gas key; 

➢ "Level 60%" - threshold measured value above (below) which steadily lit three lowest
placed LEDs on the scale level of the gas key; 

➢ "Level 80%" - threshold measured value above (below) which steadily glow all the
LEDs on the scale level of the gas key;

Note: The op-
tion into paren-
thesis is valid if 
a sensor with 
‘Left” direction 
is selected!

2.8 Addi-
tional fea-
ture set-
tings

S

a

f

e

t

y

fig. 2.8.1

Functions

“Work at idle" - allows you to choose how idle injections are to be processed and how much is
actually considered idle.

• "Return to petrol" - when the idling speed drops, the injection will carry 20 petrol
sprays  after  which  he  will  restore  his  work  on  gas.  Returning  on  gas  happens
cylinder by cylinder, when every cylinder makes 5 petrol sprays more than the previ-
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ous one. Thus the 1st cylinder will make 20 gas sprays, 2nd 25, 3rd 30, 4th 35, and
so on.
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• "Gasoline" - when the engine RPM drops below the RPM that determine idle,
injection will remain entirely on gasoline, and if it goes above the same threshold, it will
return to gas.
• "Gas" - injection is not interested in RPM for determine idle and won’t do any-
thing.

“Working at high RPM when dispensing gasoline" - allows you to choose how high-speed RPM
sprays are produced and how much RPM is actually considered as high. This function completely re-
places Tben (auxiliary) of Fig. 2.4.3. Available in versions before 1.17.

• "Adding gasoline" - at RPM ranging from RPM for gasoline addition from …
to … and gasoline injection times over an additional gasoline injection time, in-
jection will seek to add a quantity of added gasoline at the end of the gasoline 
pulse, before the gas pulse starts, ie gasoline and gas will be mixed. When gasoline
injectors times > the threshold + desired time added, the gasoline will be added at 
the end of the petrol pulse, ie the start of the addition itself will be displaced after 
the threshold (with the desired time added earlier than the end of the petrol pulse). 
When gasoline injector times > in the interval between the threshold and the thresh-
old + the desired added time, injection will not be able to inject the desired amount 
of gasoline in full. The actually added gasoline will be less than the desired added 
time, ie the added gasoline will be the length of the petrol impulse - the threshold 
from which the addition starts. If the function is triggered, the point becomes yellow,
indicating that there is mixed fuel in the cylinders.

• "Gasoline" - at RPM ranging from RPM for gasoline addition from …to … 
and gasoline injection times over an additional gasoline injection time, the injec-
tion will go entirely on gasoline and will only return to gas when the gasoline injector
time becomes 2ms < threshold. In the event of triggering the function, the point be-
comes red, indicating that fuel in the cylinders is only gasoline.

• "Gas" - injection is not interested in the RPM for adding gasoline and will not 
do anything.

"Gasoline co-injection"  - upon activation of the function and revolutions> revolutions to activate
'Split fuel', the injection starts to split the fuel according to the set amount of pulses from the graph.
Count pulses are extracted by linear-point approximation of the nodes in the graph. Depending on the
current absolute pressure after the reducer, injection realizes n gasoline sprays and the remaining 100
- n are gas sprays (where n is: 0-100 / cylinders, ie 4-cylinder cars n is: 0-25). Chronologically in terms
of all cylinders, gas injection for the next cylinder will take place immediately after the last injection of
gasoline for the current cylinder.

"Too high gas pressure" - this function is always on when operating on gas system!
➢ „Switching to Auto while on Pgas >“ -  threshold over which the system switches to auto-
matic mode expecting correct conditions for switching gas.
➢ „Switching on gas when Pgas <“ - the value under which the system is allowed to work on 
gas.

2.8.2 Injection strategies

For further injection means all gasoline pulses shorter than a certain threshold value conditionally.
These pulses are not processed according to the table, and in a manner shown in FIG. 2.8.5.
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fig. 2.8.5

"Extra Injection" - set to the manner in which the pulses can be treated further for injection.
➢ „Ignore“   - all petrol pulses below the threshold of sensitivity have not been dealt;
➢ „Sensitivity“   - sets a limit value for the petrol pulses below which the fuel injection is 
considered to be extra.

• When activated,  gasoline  impulses  <  additional  injection  threshold,  cause  gas
pulses that are set by the slider.

• In case of inactive check - impulses are not treated differently than the others.
➢ "Parasitic petrol injection filter" - all gasoline pulses shorter than the additional
injection threshold are treated as parasitic.

"Minimum Injector Gas Time" - defines the minimum duration of the gas pulse for the selected gas
injector.

„Exit от Cut-Off” - temporarily enriches the fuel mixture immediately after exiting the cut-off.
➢ „Enrichment“ -Relative increase in impulses to gas injectors upon activation of the 
function;
➢ „RPM <“ - The RPM limit of the engine below which this function is applied;
➢ „Injection cycles“ - number of injection cycles after the „cut-off” for which the enrich-
ment is applied.

"Switch to Quiet from Cut-Off" - in this function, a pre-injection of gas is made when the engine RPM
is reduced only under inertia (eg, the engine is forced suddenly, then the throttle is fully released).

➢ „RPM <“ - RPM value below which the pre-injection is started;
➢ „Pulse (TonGas)” - duration of the generated gas pulses.
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"Pressure Limit" - the purpose of this function is to reduce the pressure on the gas injectors when the 
gas reducer regulator is over-regulating and the pressure at the outlet becomes too high just before the 
petrol controller switches to “cut-off”.
➢ “Pressure >" - the pressure at the output of the reducer above which the function is ac-
tivated;
➢ "Pulse (TonGas)" - Duration of the generated gas pulses.

 If both functions, which suggest the generation of auxiliary gas pulses are allowed and there are
conditions for their activation, then pulses will be sent to gas injectors with duration determined by pa -
rameter   „Pulse(TonGas)“ of  „Switch to Quiet from Cut-Off” function!

„Automatic mode when Cut-Off”  - the activation of this function causes switching the system into
Automatic mode (Gasoline awaiting for conditions to switch over gas), if the engine is in „Cut-Off”
mode and the RPM are over  determined threshold  value,  predetermined by parameter  „Activate
when RPM >“.

2.8.3 Injection Order

fig. 2.8.6

Using a matrix of buttons located on the left side of the dialog form is determined relationship between
petrol and gas injectors. Thus, it is possible program to perform "exchange" of cables gas injectors as
determine which ordered pair 'petrol-injectors' fuel supply on the same cylinder.
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"Understanding" - automatically detects the sequence of injection petrol controller.

2.8.4 Modes Corrections (Turbo and Economy)

fig. 2.8.7

This correction is applied when the user switches modes gas system. Switching between modes is
made by pressing the gas key and holding it for a longer interval of 5.0 s. Transitions between modes
are alternated cyclically as follows: 

NORMAL =>Turbo => Economy => NORMAL..... ... 

After activating the corresponding mode beep if this was resolved as follows: 

➢ mode "normal" - alert lasts 1.05s; 

➢ mode "TURBO" - three signals each lasting 1.05s from 0.45s to pause between them; 

➢ mode "Economy" - two signals each lasting 1.05s and 0.45s pause between them; 

In the presence of an instantaneous error in one of the sensors for gas pressure, temperature of the
reducer or the gas temperature of the system passes to gas, then the sound indication, which is is-
sued by a higher level of priority is changed so that instead of a signal of 1.05s (for each mode) issued
three shorter signal range of 0.3s and pause of 75ms between them (3 * 0.3s +2 * 0.075s = 1.05s). 

In "normal" does not perform any additional adjustment.
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Correction mode "Turbo" and "Economy" is set as a relative change from "normal" in the form of a
vector of unit values depending on the speed, and may be activated to levels above 1500min-1. 

Setting the adjustment for different speeds is done by using the sliders. If included check "-" then the
information on the slide, which is manipulated by the user, will be extended to all the other runners in
the group.

2.8.5 Corrections Pressure, Temperature, Supply voltage

"Pgas" - the purpose of this adjustment is to compensate for pressure deviation from the nominal op-
erating pressure. 
Nominal operating pressure is considered the differential pressure ΔP = (PGAS - MAP), which is
supported by the gas reducer in steady-state operation and which has been carried out the configura-
tion. 

To activate this fix need to be met: 

• Be configured sensor gas pressure in the output of the reducer and no recorded instantaneous er-
ror for this sensor. 

• Be configured MAP sensor and no recorded instantaneous error for this sensor. 
• To value is set to a nominal working pressure greater than 400mbar (40kPa).  
• Correction is not excluded. 

Correction under pressure can be: 
➢ "Off" - do not be an adjustment for changes in gas pressure; 
➢ "Inside" - in this correction adjustment factor is determined by the controller built-in function; 
➢ "Manual" - user defined. For this purpose it is necessary in a table to be set 15 points used for
the approximation. The values of the pressure are arranged at the same spacing relative to one an -
other and can be set using three parameters: 

• "Target Value" - this is the value at which implicitly assumes that we have a zero adjustment,
is it should be equal to the rated working pressure of the gas reducer;

• "Target column" - sets the number of the column that value, the work pressure. Thus allows
the adjustment to be set asymmetrically to the operating cost of the gear, taking into account the pecu -
liarities of the behavior of gas reducer; 

• "Step" - Sets the distance between the reference points which determine the adjustment. 

The top row of manual correction pressure ("Range") is generated automatically, depending on
the three parameters described above and formed the rock that takes reference points for differen-
tial pressure. 
For each of the resulting baseline installer is able to enter the desired adjustment of it as a per-
centage of the "Correction". 
Correction factor in% is obtained as a linear intercalated value of adding table 100.
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The chart below shows how you would look at the built-in correction work 950mbar value in column 8
(middle column) and step 50mbar.

When the differential pressure values outside the table - taking correction quantity specified in col-
umns border! 

In this case, the value of the correction is not limited by the gas further computer! 

"Tgas" - sets the behavior of the correction on the gas temperature. The method of configuration is
similar to that in setting the correction under pressure. 

"Tcool" - sets the behavior of the correction depending on the temperature of the gas reducer. The
method of configuration is similar to that in setting the correction under pressure. The only special fea-
ture here is that the internal adjustment is reset, i.e., If set to "  Internal  " virtually no compensation is  
performed change in temperature of the gas reducer!

"Vbatt." - Sets the behavior of the correction on the supply voltage of the gas injectors. The method of
configuration is similar to that in setting the correction under pressure. The system does not natively
correction, so this method does not appear as an option. 

"MAP" - The purpose of this adjustment is to improve the dynamics of the Engine by adjusting the
amount of fuel flow (deglutition or enrichment) at the time of engine load changes. 

Conditions of use of this adjustment in the system are configured to MAP sensor, no registered mo-
mentary error in MAP sensor and it can be enabled by the installer. 

To see this function using the following configuration program – as Fig. 8.2.10:
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fig. 2.8.10

With its help set four parameters: 

➢ Threshold activation, mbar / s; 

➢ Correction%; 

➢ Duration, number of injection cycles at different RPM of the engine. 

➢ Dissolve, number of injection cycles at different RPM of the engine.

 at different engine RPM.

If the adjustment is enabled, it has the following behavior: Gas injection controller continuously mea-
sures the Engine  RPM, Manifold Absolute pressure,  MAP and the  RPM with which it changes over
time dMAP / throttle opening and causes a rapid change of the operating pressure in the intake mani -
fold. Gas injection verifies that the measured change dMAP / exceeds the threshold for the recorded
speed. If this is fulfilled trigger an adjustment under acceleration by simply using the parameters "cor-
rection", "Duration" and "Dissolve" from the column on the current RPM. Gas has to generate output
pulse is applied to the parameter value written "Correction" for number of injection cycles equal to the
number specified in the parameter "Duration". After working out the requested number of injection cy-
cles applied correction does not disappear immediately, but gradually decreased to 0% for the number
of injection cycles specified in the parameter "Dissolve". If during the course of this fix detect change
with opposite sign is larger in absolute value than parameter "Stop at MAP", it will be canceled imme-
diately. 

The idea of this is if immediately after the sharp touch of the accelerator it is also sharply relax - the
adjustment is canceled and prevent its potential action in the initial moments after exiting the cut-off.
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„Load from file“ - upload the information in the report file;
„Save to file“ - keep a record in a file;
„Print“ - sends the contents of the protocol to a printer.
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